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1.0 INTRODUCTION

While it is always designed using steady state assumptions, the

compressor, under all regimes of operation is essentially an unsteady flow

device. The relative movement between succeeding blade rows ensures that

the shed wakes impose cyclic, small scale, changes both of incidence and

velocity on succeeding blade rows. More important however are the unsteady

flows sensed at and beyond the stability limit line of a compressor: these

are recognised either as a planar perturbation, rotating stall, or as a

spatial perturbation, system surge. Because there appears to be evidence

that rotating stall, the fundamental destabilising feature of a compressor

pre-dates surge its mechanism is of considerable interest.

These classes of unsteady flow, which are internally generated

in the machine, are all reproduceable in a compressor/duct system which

has initially uniform flow. Other time-dependent flows, which may be of

large magnitude and make a significant contribution to the performance and

may be life of a compressor may be generated externally and ingested into

the compressor. These include planar distortions in the inlet flow due

to partial blockage of the intake, the generation of secondary flows due to

bends in the intake duct, or wake-shedding from upstream support struts.

While such distortions may be steady in an absolute frame of reference,

relative to the rotor they are sensed as time-wise unsteadiness. The

rotor then may be expected to have a time-wise response somewhat similar

to that in rotating stall since both the distortion wake and the rotating

stall cell are characterised by regions of reduced absolute velocity

yielding changes in rotor relative velocity and incidence.

It was to examine the mechanics of rotor unsteady response both

in the presence of upstream generated planar distortion and rotating stall

that the research programme (AFOSR-77-3305) was established. The programme

was based upon a proposal (1) which followed a previous period of research

(AFOSR-74-2708) reported in (2).

This document forms the final report on the programme (AFOSR-77-331f

and covers the whole of the research period. Progress reports have been

issued during the course of the programme (3, 4, 5).

L1
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2.0 OBJECTIVE

The overall long-term aim of the Cranfield research programme is

to produce:

1. an improved parameter for quantifying distortion

2. improvements in performance prediction techniques for com-

pressors in quasi-steady distorted flows

3. a prediction technique for compressors in pulsating flows

4. a design method that will reduce compressor sensitivity to

inlet flow distortions.

This involves an integrated programme of research in which five

experimental rigs are being used. In parallel, mathematical models of

distorted flows and compressor reactions to them are under development.

The detailed aim of that part of the programme covered by the

research grant AFOSR-77-3305 may be quantified as:

1. the development of a custom-designed data acquisition and analysis

system.

2. evaluation of rotating stall phenomena

3. evaluation of distortion on rotor transients and compressor

behaviour.

4. the provision of a databank that may be of subsequent value
in the development of analytical programmes.
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3.0 THE RESEARCH FACILITY

3.1 The Rig (fig.l)

The compressor upon which the research was executed was of

single-stage and lightly loaded. The annulus, which was of constant

cross-section was 20.00" tip diameter and 10.00" hub diameter. Rotational

speeds used in the programme reported were 1000 and 1250 rev/min. Blading,

which was of C4 section was of free vortex zero at design: details are

listed in Table 1. Mass flow was controlled by a throttle valve sited

downstream of the compressor and separated from it by a long duct.

3.2 Steady State Instrumentation

The rig was fitted with the usual instrumentation required

to evaluate the overall compressor performance. Inner and outer wall

static tappings were positioned ahead and behind every blade row, and the
downstream stagnation pressures were measured by four rakes placed ortho-

gonally, each having nine shrouded pitot heads. All pressure readings

were taken from inclined multiple manometer banks.

The compressor pressure ratio was calculated from the stagnation

pressure measured downstream of the stage by the 36 stagnation pressure

probes. Using averaged value of static pressure from the inner and outer

wall tappings downstream of the stage, together with the 36 total pressure

readings, the velocity distribution was obtained radially. Area weighted

integration provided the compressor mass flow.

3.3 The Rotor-Borne Instrumentation (Table 1)

Two rotor blades were instrumented at blade mid-height (bmh) with

eight static pressure tappings; blade A on the pressure surface and the

blade B on the suction surface. High-frequency response transducers

(70 KHz) were mounted at bmh at all tappings. The pressure was fed from

the blade surface to the transducer volume within the blade via a 0.015"

diameter transfer tube (maximum length of 0.06"). The transducers had a
miniature silicon diaphragm (0.125" diameter) on which a full wheatstone

bridge network was diffused. The electrical output wires were routed down
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through the blade root to a remotely controlled switching circuit mounted

on the rotor disc. The signal was then taken from the rotating frame via

a precision slipring assembly (noise < 5 pV/mA) to an external switch

control device and finally to amplification and recording equipment.

The system was designed so that any eight transducers could be

recorded simultaneously.

3.3.1 Requirements

The basic requirements of the rotor-borne system were that

mechanical integrity and calibrations would be maintained under high 'g'

conditions and that the frequency response would be sensibly higher than

the disturbance frequency in the flow: (In the application to be discussed
'g' loads of up to 800 and disturbance frequencies of 25 Hz. would be

encountered.)

With an analogue output from the rotor-borne system it was

also necessary to have a comprehensive peripheral data recording and

analysis system. To achieve this it was necessary to be able to:

1. record many channels simultaneously

2. detect any non-synchronous data, such as rotating stall

3. detect non-periodic data

4. record in real time

3.3.2 The Rotor-Borne Components

Since the unsteady pressures around the compressor blades were

a good indication of the flow field behaviour the pressure transducers

were mounted on the rotor assembly. Compactness, low weight, mechanical

integrity, shock resistance, good frequency response with high natural

frequency, low hysteresis characteristic, high resolution, temperature and

acceleration insensitivity are characteristics of a good transducer for this

application. Of those examined a miniature silicon diaphragm with a fully

active wheatstone bridge was selected.
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3.3.3 Installation

The high natural frequency of such a transducer could only be

exploited if the diaphragm was directly exposed to the unsteady pressure.

For compressor blades this called for surface mounting that would destroy

the blade contour, so a buried system was adopted and an accompanying

reduction in natural frequency of the system accepted. The pressure

amplitude ratio, that of sensed pressure (P2) to forcing pre sure(Pl) and

the phase-lag has been thoeretically evaluated by Bergh and Tijdeman (6)

and simplified by Schweikhard (7) to yield:

amplitude ratio P2

phase angle ( = Tan -' 2

w Wn)

(w is frequency of fluctuating pressure)

4v _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

where the damping ratio = 4) (

and the natural frequency: 'n = : )
yP r 2

P 47TL (V + 4rL 1

(y is the ratio of specific heats, P and o are mean air pressure and

density respectively).
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During installation every effort was made to keep r as large

and V as small as possible in order to minimise response problems.

For a system with the transducer mounted in the blade

adjacent to the tapping, the natural frequency became very high and

beyond the range of concern.

3.3.4 The Effect of Centrifugal Force

The mass of the transducer diaphragm responded, for blade-

mounted tranducers in the installation considered, in the following

manner to centrifugal force.

Rotational Speed rev/min g. % error F.S.

750 120 0.24

1000 213 0.43

1250 333 0.67

1500 479 0.96

For a transducer of full scale deflection pressure of 51b/in 2 the maximum

error was 0.0479 lb/in 2 .

With a blade mounted transducer system the transducer was

connected to the static pressure tapping by a short pneumatic tube. The

effect of centrifugal force on the volume of air was very low.

3.3.5 Rotor-Borne Signal Conditioning (fig. 2)

The transducer signal passed through a 24-way slip ring, with

a multiplexing system permitting up to 10 signals out of 20 to be carried

simultaneously. Good signal-to-noise ratio was achieved using a high

quality slip-ring assembly. Signal conditioning for thermal stability

was carried out on-rotor.

3.3.6 The Peripheral Equipment (fig. 2)

Signal amplification took place in the stationary framework

using specially designed amplifiers. The data (if time invariant) was

recorded on an oscilloscope or digital volt-meter.
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Instrumentation comprised two data reduction and storage

systems which included an analogue-to-digital converter, a micro-pro-

cessor, visual display unit, a digital-to-analogue converter and a

cartridge record/playback unit.

3.4 Data Acquisition Systems

Two data acquisition systems were developed for this progranue.

Basically similar in operation they each received the set of analogue

signals which were digitised via a logging control on a teletype console.

The digitised data were either stored for subsequent analysis on a

magnetic cartridge in conjunction with a record/playback unit or analysed

using a suite of computer programmes developed for the purpose.

The main difference between the two systems in operation was

that one was limited to a digitisation frequency of 4 kHz while the other

was capable of a digitisation rate of 1 MHz. The low speed unit is

described in greater detail in (4) and the high speed unit in (8) which

is included as Appendix l.

3.5 Software Development

The development of software for the peripheral data logging

and analysis provided a major hazard in the programme. Undetected

software errors led to malsynchronisation of the experimental data which,

because the technique involved direct on-line digitisation resulted in

substantial abortion of the programme. This was subsequently repeated

satisfactorily after the necessary corrections.

3.6 Distortion Generators

The flow through the compressor was upset by implanting a series

of screens in the intake region one chord upstream of the rotor leading

edge in the constant annulus section of the ductwork. Every screen was

of uniform blockage circumferentially and radially, promoting a nominally

constant pressure drop in its wake in both radial and circumferential

directions. As will be seen though, this uniformity was disturbed by a

rotor blade interaction.
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Screens of three circumferential extents 600, 900 and 1200

were employed and screen resistance coefficients, calculated by the method
employed by Bruce ((9) and Appendix 2). For the 600 and 1200 screen the
resistance coefficient K = 4.37 and for the 900 screen, in which two
identical layers of gauze were used, the resistance coefficient K 8.74.

Ak

-I

i4

I.

I
*1!
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4.0 DATA ACQUISITION

Steady state data which were used to establish the compressor

characteristic were acquired in the traditional manner from manometer

banks and appropriate steady state recorders.

The unsteady pressure data from the rotor surfaces were

handled in two ways. In each case, the peripheral recording system was

limited in the number of possible channels to be used and so data were

taken sequentially from suction and pressure surfaces of the blades.

For measurements taken on the negative slope of the compressor

characteristic, away from rotating stall effects, twenty-five sets of

consecutive data were ensemble averaged, averaging taking place at a

prescribed set of locations around the annulus and each average being

at one location. Early tests had confirmed that twenty-five sets of data

effectively smeared out the electrical and aerodynamic noise.

Within the rotating stall regime, ensemble averaging at any

circumferential position was meaningless since the rotating stall cell

moved within the annulus at a non-synchronous speed. Attempts to

ensemble-average at points relative to the stall cell rather than the

fixed annulus were not successful. There was evidence from another

research programme that the rotating stall cell was itself unstable

changing its magnitude and shape on successive cycles and this further

deterred the attempts to average such data. The rotating stall data

were then not ensemble averaged but represented that measured over one

or two consecutive cycles.
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5.0 THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

Two areas of investigation comprised the experimental pro-

gramme, that with the compressor operating on the negative slope of its

characteristic, the nominally stable regime and that with operation in

the positive and zero slope areas of the characteristic, the region of

rotating stall.

5.1 Negative Slope Operation

Two rotational speeds were used in this phase of the work,
1000 rev/min. and 1250 rev/min.

Four screens of uniform blockage radially and circumferentially

were also employed. Three screens, all of the same blockage were

respectively of 600, 900 and 1200 circumferential extent and the use of

these yielded not only the trend in overall performance change with

increasing extent of blockage but also the effect of the circumferential

extent of the blockage upon the rotor reaction. One further screen of

900 circumferential extent was made of a double layer of the screen mesh

and the derived data, when compared with that of the 900 single mesh screen,

showed the effects of blockage density.

In evaluating the compressor characteristics, four or five

throttle positions were used in general. Detailed analysis was however

confined to three points, all on the negative slope.

5.2 Positive Slope Operation

Rotating stall measurements were all made at the rotational

speed of 1250 rev/min.

Two inlet geometries were used in the investigation, that

with a clean inlet flow and that with a 900 uniform single mesh screen

placed in the intake.

5.3 Derived Parameters

The parameters describing the unsteady aerodynamics and

associated features are defined in Appendix 3.
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6.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

6.1 Negative Slope Operation

6.1.1 Compressor Overall Performance

The compressor characteristics both for clean flow and inlet

distorted flow at the two compressor speeds are plotted in figs. 3-6.

The data at the two speeds, while not identical are closely similar.

The progressive increase in screen size (figs.3,4)

yielded a reduction in pressure rise coefficient at any particular mass

flow coefficient and also a reduction in the open throttle mass flow.

From the derived data it is seen that the maximum mass flow at e = 600

did not quite fit this trend. It is additionally noted that with increase

in screen size up to e = 900 the positive slope and hence stability limit

moved to progressively higher mass flows. At e = 1200 this trend was

reversed.

The effect upon overall performance of the intensity of the

distortion may be observed in figs. 5,6. Increased blockage led to pro-

gressively reduced pressure rise and open throttle mass flow.

6.1.2 Rotor Unsteady Pressure Data

Rotor unsteady pressure measurements are presented graphically

as follows:

1000 rev/in. 1250 rev/in.

Flow Rate 1 2 3 1 2 3

Figures

600 single mesh screen 7 8 9 10 11 12

900 single mesh screen 13 14 15 16 17 18
1200 single mesh screen 19 20 21 22 23 24

900 double mesh screen 25 26 27 28 29 30

The form of figs. .a & b is three-dimensional, each graph

indicating the pressure distribution for either the rotor suction or pressure

surface with respect to axial chord and time. The matrix drawn to represent the
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4 ,resulting surface was derived from computer interpolation routines and is

not representative of the number of chordwise tapping positions which were

always eight. In comparing the trailing edge data for both suction and
pressure surface at one particular condition it is noted that Kutta condition

is apparently violated. Trailing edge data are extrapolated from the rearward

static pressure tappings set at 92% of the chord on both surfaces. Because

there is evidence that in unsteady flow operation the Kutta condition is not

maintained, no attempt was made to close the pressure loop at the trailing edge.

Figs. 7a,b indicate at 1000 rev/min the rotor reaction to the single

mesh 600 distortion screen under open throttle conditions. In otherwise

uniform behaviour the rotor reaction to the screen shadow is clearly defined

in the region 250 <e< 1100. on the convex surface and 0 <e< 1500 on the

concave surface. The pressure reduction in the screen wake y'elded reduced

pressure at the blade surfaces which recovered in the clean flow of the

remainder of annulus. Because the screen wake spread in the axial direction

(fig. 7c) and there was vorticity in the flow at the wake edges the effect

upon the rotor was wider spread than the geometric extent of the screen.

As well as indicating the circumferential change in incidence and

axial velocity ratio, fig. 7c shows the blade normal force coefficient and

the position of the centre of pressure gained by integration of the data in

figs. 7a, b. The normal force coefficient rose sharply with incidence at

entry to the screen shadow and then followed a wavy pattern characteristic

of dynamic stall. In the region 900 <e< 1200 the sharp changes in the

normal force coefficient were due to activity on the blade concave surface (fig 7b).

A plot of normal force coefficient v incidence (fig. 7d) shows

large scale hysteresis in the blade reaction.

A general observation may be made about the form of these plots.

They comprise a series of points in one Cn v i region for operation in the

clean region of the annulus and a second concentration in a second region of

generally higher Cn v i, the two regions being joined by transit lines. Such

data support the concept of the two compressors in parallel hypothesis and

are worthy of close investigation in the light of the parallel compressor theory.
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The data were not altered in character with reduction in mass

flow (figs. 8, 9) or with increased rotational speed (figs. 10-12).

The use of a 900 single mesh screen led to a similar spreading of

the unsteady flow reaction which in the region of the screen shadow con-

tained, at 1000 rev/min. three well-defined peaks (fig. 13c) as had been

observed in earlier work (fig. 10). In addition, the flow distortion

left a short periodicity residual wave in the data, four cycles of which

can generally be seen in figs. 13a, c. In certain other tests, in which

attempts were made to ensemble average rotating stall conditions the

observed ripple was characteristic of rotating stall. In this case though,

the effect was not that of rotating stall data being incorrectly super-

imposed by the averaging technique, but was a real aerodynamic effect.

At 1250 rev/min. compressor speed, the three-peak unsteady

character of the normal force coefficient was not as evident (fig. 16c).

The effect of using the 1200 single mesh screen was to spread the

primary effect of its shadow on the rotor over a longer period, resulting

in a multi-peak unsteadiness in the normal force coefficient and a reaction

which did not become steady at any time during the blade rotation.

Comparing data from tests with the 900 double mesh screen

(figs. 25-30) with those from the 900 single mesh screen it is seen that the

increased blockage produced a larger change of axial velocity ratio and

incidence in the shadow. This was reflected in larger perturbations of the

rotor surface pressures.

A synopsis of the maximum, minimum and mean values of axial

velocity, incidence and normal force coefficient for all data points is

given in Table 2.

6.2 Positive Slope Operation

The different technique of data acquisition and analysis used in

evaluating rotating stall has already been discussed.

The results of the investigation are presented in Appendix 4

which also contains a full discussion.
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In brief, two classes of rotating stall were identified each
with its own characteristic frequency and stall inception point. One

class of rotating stall, which propagated across the blade from trailing
to leading edge had a rotational frequency of 66% of the compressor speed

and was isolated with clean inlet flow conditions. The other which was

leading edge propagated was 50% of the compressor speed and was sensed

with an upstream distortion of a 900 screen.
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7.0 FURTHER RECOMMENDED WORK

The data gained in the programme are presented in a form that

enables further analysis and digestion. Areas in which the data may be

used are:

1. in giving positive support to the parallel compressor theory

and offering modifications to the theory to allow both for

time-lag effects in passing from one sector of the compressor

to the other and for large perturbation effects such as rotor

blade dynamic stall

2. in developing unsteady stage characteristics and compressor

unsteady overall characteristics

3. in quantifying the unsteady and large perturbation effects

which cannot currently be modelled accurately.

Ii

I.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

A system for the measurement and analysis of on-rotor data

was developed on a single-stage low speed rig for the purpose of

evaluating rotor response to circumferentially varying flows either

created by inlet distortion screens or rotating stall.

The two-part programme that ensued granted an understanding

and a databank of rotor reaction to a range of inlet distortions and

to rotating stall.

Compressor overall performance and detailed response followed

trends anticipated by the blockage effects of the inlet disposed screens.

Two classes of rotating stall were isolated each with different

characteristics. One was present under low flow uniform inlet, conditions

and the other when an inlet distortion was present.

.4
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TABLE 1

Blade Data and Tapping Locations

Stators t/c = .10 Rotors t/c = .12 Units

Dia. 10.2 12.5 14.6 15.0 17.0 19.4 10.2 12.5 14.6 15.0 17.0 19.4 ins.

0 53.2 47.6 43.0 42.4 39.4 36.0 52.4 38.6 29.6 28.6 23.3 17.0 deg.

y 13.6 13.0 11.9 11.7 10.5 -9.0 -9.2 21.6 30.9 31.8 38.3 45.0 deg.

61 40.2 36.8 33.4 32.9 30.2 27.0 35.4 40.9 45.7 46.1 49.9 53.5 deg.

B2  13.0 10.8 -9.6 -9.5 -9.2 -9.0 -16.9 2.2 16.1 17.5 26.6 36.5 deg.

s/c .615 .750 .886 .905 1.03 1.17 .623 .761 .898 .917 1.04 1.18 -

C ins. No. Re AR

* Stators 1.86 28 1.39 5.37

Rotors 3.02 17 2.29 3.29

Rotor Tapping Positions:

Inches %C
No. from LE

1 0.152 5.03

2 0.393 13.01

3 0.677 22.42

4 1.076 35.63

5 1.494 49.47

6 1.831 60.63

7 2.148 71.13

1 8 2.413 79.90



SYNOPSIS OF MEASURED UNSTEADY FLOW DATA TABLE 2

600 SINGLE MESH

Vax CN i deg.

Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean

1000 rpm Ql 1.095 0.348 0.833 1.462 0.348 0.826 24.6 -11.7 1.9

1000 rpm Q2 1.089 0.410 0.853 1.250 0.289 0.683 24.2 - 5.8 4.8

1000 rpm Q3 1.332 0.398 0.933 1.273 0.281 0.598 29.7 - 3.7 10.2

1250 rpm Q1 1.099 0.377 0.843 1.415 0.375 0.845 23.2 -11.0 1.8

1250 rpm Q2 1,115 0.409 0.837 1.458 0.372 0.802 23.9 -8.6 4.9

1250 rpm Q3 1.225 0.531 0.945 1.328 0.251 0.653 24.7 - 0.6 10.1

1200 SINGLE MESH

Vax CN i deg.

Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean

1000 rpm Ql 1.154 0.369 0.696 1.566 0.467 0.979 24.9 - 8.4 10.3

1000 rpm Q2 1.188 0.375 0.693 1.156 0.191 0.736 26.9 - 3.1 14.9

1000 rpm Q3 1.450 0.462 0.888 1.537 0.450 0.900 29.6 - 3.1 14.9

1250 rpm Ql 1.164 0.370 0.698 1.617 0.689 1.198 25.0 - 9.0 9.9

1250 rpm Q2 1.176 0.356 0.686 1.588 0.699 1.174 27.1 - 7.3 12.1

1250 rpm.Q3 1.516 0.469 0.907 1.758 0.711 1.138 29.8 - 2.9 15.3



900 SINGLE MESH

Vax CN i deg.

Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean

1000 rpm Q 1.040 0.237 0.762 1.510 0.612 0.995 32.1 - 5.5 7.1

1000 rpm Q2 1.025 0.209 0.743 1.606 0.385 0.852 33.6 - 4.8 8.3

1000 rpm Q3 1.084 0.259 0.779 1.399 0.393 0.772 33.7 - 1.1 11.8

1250 rpm Qi 1.184 0.317 0.841 1.279 0.493 0.946 30.2 - 5.7 8.0

1250 rpm Q2 1.259 0.341 0.879 1.436 0.512 0.907 30.9 - 4.3 9.5

1250 rpm Q3 1.328 0.380 0.939 1.341 0.506 0.839 32.2 - 2.1 12.9

900 DOUBLE MESH

Vax CN i deg.

Max Min Mean* Max Min Mean* Max Min Mean*

1000 rpm Qi 1.261 0.240 0.749 1.918 0.248 1.100 34.8 -14.0 9.1

1000 rpm Q2 1.330 0.227 0.774 1.759 0.240 1.078 36.7 -13.3 11.3

1000 rpm Q3 1.476 0.269 0.860 1.727 0.312 1.012 36.1 - 6.8 14.6

1250 rpm Qi 1.256 0.235 0.758 1.998 0.449 1.163 35.3 -14.5 8.4

1250 rpm Q2 1.293 0.219 0.781 2.049 0.682 1.282 36.8 -13.1 10.2

1250 rpm Q3 1.470 0.298 0.886 1.869 0.681 1.173 35.6 - 6.1 13.9

* - Arithmetic mean across 3600

Qi - open throttle

Q3 < Q2 < Qi
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(/1/ k' APPENDIX 2

DISTORTION GENERATION SCREENS

Wire mesh screens were used to generate square-wave distortions.

Three different screens were used, 600 (50 mesh/inch), 900 ( 2 x 50

mesh/inch) and 1200 (50 mesh/inch). The screens were placed I chord

upstream of the rotor blades leading edge.

The screen resistance coefficient (K) was calculated. K = 4.37 for

50 mesh/inch and K2 = 8.74 for 2 x 50 mesh/inch.

In the screen resistance coefficient calculation (K)

By E.P. Bruce (g) it is suggested that

K AP where;

p V2REF K = Resistance coefficient

p = Fluid density

VREF = Reference axial velocity,

the uniform axial velocity at

a point far upstream of the

screen.

and

K C S where;
(I - S)2  C = Screen loss coefficient

(C = 0.8 for wire diameter based

Reynolds numbers are small,i.e.

Re <4000 )

S = Solidity, the ratio of blocked

area to total area.

S=2 FAl - Vl2where;
m M d = wire diameter

m = spacing between centres of wires

d = 0.007 inch m = 0.017 inch

S = 0.654

C = 0.8 since Red 300<40OO

K-= CS K = 4.37
(0 -s) 2



APPENDIX 3

DERIVED AERODYNAMIC & ASSOCIATED PARAMETERS

Corrected Speed

The compressor corrected speed is

N corr = Nact ( Tref)
Tact

where; Ncorr = Corrected rotor speed

Nact = Measured rotor speed

Tref  Reference temp. in OK

Tact Measured temp. in OK

Blade Static Pressure Coefficient, Cp

Cp = P " Pamb

p U2

where; p = Measured pressure

Pamb = Ambient pressure

p = Air density

U = Blade speed at b.m.h.

Blade Normal Force Coefficient, CN

Integration of the Cp vs x/c plot for both pressure and suction surfaces

is directly proportional to CN.

The normal force per unit span is then;

CN fPdd-d- = f C d (x/c)N U2

P1
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Pitching Moment Coefficient, CM

Pitching moment is taken about the leading edge.

Pu

0 x

u x
Pt

The net force acting on an element of an aerofoil is given by:

8F= (pu " p.) 6x per unit span

The pitching moment due to this element of force about the L.E.

0 is given by:

,M = (Pu " pt) x. 6x

The total pitching moment is:

M = - p.) x.dx A.3.1

In non-dimension form

CM = M where,
p U2 S C S = is the area of blade

surface (Here, since we

are considering unit span
S = C, chord)

then,

CM -
M P U2 C2



Thus (A.3.1) may be defined in coefficient form as
c

CM IoJ (Cpu - C ) x/c d (x/c) ...... (A.3.2)

C C
i.e. CM = of C x/c d(x/c) - f C x/c.d(x/c)

o Pu. 0 P

i.e. CM = E(Cp x/c A(xlc) )u " (Cp x/c AIXc)), ..... (A.3.3)

Sumnations on the Cp vs x/c curves may be executed using trapezoidal
rule if Cp is known on both upper and lower surfaces at a known common

x/c, then , e.g. (A.3.2) may be used in simplified form as

CM = f (AC p x/c) d x/c

i.e. CM = E (AC p.X/C) A (x/c)

Centre of Pressure, x

The position of the centre of pressure, x, from the L.E. is

CN

X -
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Compressor Rotating Stall In Uniform and
KgNon-Uniform Flow
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Rotating stall in axial compressors consists of regions or cells of retarded flow moving
around the annulus relative to the blades. Planar symmetry is destroyed, resulting in stalled
blades in part of the annulus and unstalled blades in the remainder. The stall cell moves in
the direction opposite to the rotor, relative to the blades, but since the relative speed of
propagation is usually less than the rotor speed, the cell is seen to move in the same
direction as the rotor from an absolute reference frame. The presence of the stall cells results
in a deterioration of compressor performance since the maximum pressure ratio is not
achieved in regions of retarded flow. Furthermore, since this self-induced distortion is
periodic, the forced frequencies generated may coincide with the natural harmonics of the
blading, tending to cause structural damage. This paper describes a series of experiments in
which a single-stage, lightly loaded compressor operated under stall-free conditions and
with rotating stall, both with uniform inlet flow and with distortions generated by an upstream
screen of uniform porosity. Not only was the overall compressor performance determined in
the traditional manner, but the distribution of static pressure over the rotor suction and
pressure surfaces was measured with high response instrumentaton The rotor pressure
profiles measured in both undistorted and distorted flow are presented for operation before
and after the onset of rotating stall and the later are compared with the steady flow results.
It Is observed that two distinctly different types of rotating stall exist depending upon whether
or not an inlet flow distortion is present. These cells differ not only in macroscopic
properties-rotational speed, circumferential extent, mass-averaged flow conditions etc.
-but also in detailed flow characteristics as evidenced by the rotor blade static pressure
distributions. It is further observed that not all inlet distortion geometries lead to the
development of rotating stall.
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Compressor Rotating Stall In Uniform and
Non-Uniform Flow

B. F. J. COSSAN W. C. UOWAT IL S. PEACOCK

NOINCLATURE

a. b .... j - compressor operating points on charac- Ap blade surface static pressure relative

teristic in undistorted flow to atmospheric pressure
q. r .... v - compressor operating points on charac-

teristic in distorted flow

C . blade surface coefficient of pressure Rb Reynolds' Number based upon blade chord

P-PI T Absolute temperature

v ? gas velocity in absolute frame of
P I Ireference

W gas velocity relative to the rotorCe - dimensionless blade surface pressure

change due to stall or distortion x- dimensionless chordal distance

P-p - circumferential position with respect
-P to a fixed reference

P- eD - circumferential extent of distortion

of - circumferential position of stall cell
C.P.R. a compressor stagnation pressure ratio with respect to a reference fixed to

C T - stagnation pressure coefficient the rotor

P-P U - rotor blade speed
1 i - flow incidence to blade

1Po
v 2
.
o  P - fluid density

0 T- angular extent of rotating stall cell

C * static pressure coefficient - PP period. expressed in absolute degrees
2of totor rotation
0 Subscripts

M a aess flow rate

N U Rotor rotational speed 0 - upstream of distortion screen

9 U Stagnation pressure I - upstream of rotor
p static pressure - ambient

P. - blade surface static pressure in

distorted flow rotating stall Superscripts
- ms averaged quantity

1f



INTRODUCTION THE EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

The existence of large-scale non-uniformities The test rig (fig 1) was a lightly-loaded,
ic the inlet flow of axial compressors has recently single stage axial compressor, having constant
recei.'ea widespread attention. The mathematical annulus cross-section measuring 25.4 cm diameter at
difficulti,!s in handling other than linearised the hub and 50.8 cm. at the tip. All blades were
models of tuch flows have however limited theoretical built up from C4 sections. A variable-speed, 5hp
developments: furthermore, the complexities of data motor drove the compressor at speeds up to a maximum
acquisition and presentation and even the development of 1500 rpm. The mass flow was ,utr,,Illd by a
of suitable parameters by whi.ch to describe these throttle-valve situated at the tailpipe exit.
unsteady phenomena have severely hampered the experi-

mentalist. Nevertheless, continued improvemenL to
axial compressor performance, particularly in surge- STATIC PRESJUHE TAPPINGS g 1NTIU '1ARTGON
margin and operating range, must include an improved AT RLADE mlID-HUGHT
understanuing of unsteady effects.

For compressors operating near the surge line,

:;.e cLvclopment of rotating ,tall cells appear to be DISTORTI.'4
SCRULN*.com non or maybe universal (1. 2), precursor

to co-lete breakdown of performance. This phenom-
.-1 1onsists of regions or cells of retarded flow
moving rund the annulus relative to the blades.

* Axial sy-mrwtrv is destroyed, resulting in stalled
t)ades in parts of the annulus and unstalled blades --
in the r-mainder. The stall cell moves in the
c1rection against that of the rotor relative to the
a lades, but since the relative speed of propagation /
is usually less than the rotor speed, the cell is STATOR
seen to move in the same direction as the rotor in
an absolute frame of reference.

The presence of the stall cells results in a ROTOR
dete roration of compressor performance since the
axiflum pressure ratio is not achieved in regions of
retarded flow. Furthermore, since this self-induced
distortion is periodic, the forced frequencies
generated may coincide with the natural harmonics of
the blading, tending to cause structural damage. The rig was fitted with the usual instrumen-

tation required to evaluate overall compressor
The effects of non-uniform inlet conditions and periormace oneranuoteroeall c ppns

the development of rotating stall are clearly not performance. Inner and outer wall static tappings

unrelated; one results from an external influence were positioned ahead of and behind every blade row,
and the downstream stagnation pressures wereupstream of the stage, the other can be generated measured by four rakes disposed orthogonally, eech

within the blade row, but both result in non-
axisymmetric and therefore unsteady flow conditions having nine shrouded pitot heads. All pressure

within rotor rows. The distortions may be from one readings were taken from inclined multiple manometer
wthiany blade pasage icircurntial een aond banks. Hot wire anemometer measurements were takento mny ladepasagesin ircmferntil exentand with the probe situated in the compressor inlet.
therefore have associated frequencies of the order wt h rb iutdi h opesriltoftheror hrvtaassocited. frequeie of teourder providing both mean and turbulence velocities for a
of the rotor rotating speed. These are of course, slce ubro prtn odtos

much lower than the blade passage frequencies en- selected numer of operating conditions.

countcered when considering blade wake effects. The compressor pressure ratio was calculated

This Paper describes a series of exeriments in from the total pressure measured downstream of the
which a fully instrumented axial compressor was stage by the 36 stgation pressure probes. using
tested over a wide range of operating conditions. the averaged value of static p s ura fro the t inner

S Not only was the compressor overall performance and outer wall tappings downstream of the stage,Not nlywas he ompesso ovral perormncetogether with the 36 stagnation pressure readings,

obtained, but the distribution of static pressure the velocity distribution was obtained radially.

along the rotor blade surfaces was measured with
high response instrumentation. Date were obtained Ares weighted integration of this distribution

both for undistorted and distorted inlet flows, the yielded the comressor mss tlow.

latter being generated by uniform porosity screens
of various:ircuuferential extent mounted at the tooth gear wheel on the drive shaft. An inductive

cncpressor inlet. pick-up sensed the passage of each tooth and the

*number counted over a period of one second was
f particular interest was the development of displayed on a frequency meter (yielding speed in

r,,tat.6Ik -tall cells when the compressor operated rev/min directly).
near the stability limit line. The on-rotor pressure
Masaurements showed very clearly the formation of Two rotor blades were instrumented at blade
these cells, whose development, circumferential mid-height (bmh). one with eight static pressure
extent and speed of rotation were found to be sig- tappings on the pressure surface, and the other with
nificantly affected by the nature of the upstream eight tappings on the suction surface. A high-
flow. frequency response transducer (70 kHg) was mounted

12



The entire pick-up and recording system had a
frequency response in excess of 1000 Hz, suffic-
iently high to handle all frequencies encountered.

A yawmeter was located one-half chord upstrfe,
c b of the rotor, permitting calculation of the upstream

O( Z
.  

bstatic pressure and inlet relative velocity.

The blade surface pressure distribution data
7 were evaluated in the usual pressure coefficient
____(Cp) form, where:-

7 13 T Cp .
p 

- Pl

FiG. 2 1 t.STIUR9 CPRSSCR CHARACTERISTC -12S0 ralun 1

In the case of the unsteady experiments, where
at bmh for each tapping. The pressure was fed from only time averaged values of p and V were known, athe blade surface to the transducer volume within new pressure coefficient C* val utiliked, where:-

the blade via a 0.038 cm diameter transfer tube
(maximum length of 0.152 cm). The transducers had C* - p - Pe
a miniature silicon diaphragm (0.318 cm) on which a
full Wheatstone bridge network was diffused. The jpW.
electrical output wires were routed down through the
blade root to a remotely-controlled switching circuit
mounted on the rotor disc. The signals were then P is the static pressure measured at the same blade
taken from the rotating rig via a precision slipring tipping at the sow flow conditions in steady flow
assembly (noise < 5wV/ma) to an external switch and the denominator represents the time-averaged
control device and finally to amplifaction/recording dynamic pressure as seen by the rotor. Thus C*
equipment. represents the change in the blade surface static

pressure distribution resulting from the presence
of the rotating stall and/or inlet flow distortion.

---

o0

00

-1

01 0

-1' ; -1
-1" I' /-"

FIG. 3. VARIATION OF ROTOR STATIC PRESSURE -1
DISTRIBUTION WITH INCIDENCE

-2

-2

The system was designed so that any eight trans-
ducers could be recorded simultaneously. This was
wired for four channels (combinations) of eight EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN UNDISTORTED INLE FLOW
transducers. Selection of channel A connected the
eight pressure surface transducers to eight galvan- Unstalled Flow
ometers in an ultraviolet recorder. The other three Ts
channels were: 3) 8 suction; C) 4 leading edge (LE) The experimental coressor performance ap is
suction and 4 LE pressure; D) 4 tra'ling edge (TE) shown in fig 2. Data are shown for ten operating
suction end 4 TE pressure tappings. -I nnels C and points at a constant rotational speed of 1250 rev/sin.
D were included to permit time-matching of suction Measured rotor blade surface pressure distributions
and pressure surface measure t (taken from are plotted in fig 3 for the iin stalled operating
different blades) during unsteady flow. conditions (a - i) of fig 2.

3



.sile at the higher and lower incidences these 02f7 ~G 0  '~5-.6RLTI

zta show u:nexpected excursions, they are in good Ei- 3(JC E 8(EA!E

agretnent with other data near the design incidenceL. 01

; k-shuws a comparisun between the present results 2b

ana those reported in ~)and (4) for similar blades I .

operating at similar incidences and Reynolds' numbers 0. 20
for rotor and cascade respectively. Fig. 5 shows a
comparison between the present and experimental data : 01
and those calculatotd b3 the analytical method of
Aartensen (5). In all cases the agreement is

0 r~20
good. It may be observed that the ripple in the
convex surface measured by Rhoden (4) andI
followed by the data reported here, was ascribed to 20 .0

the presence of a laminar separation bubble, a
phenomenon which, in any case, could not be pre-0
dicted by the inviscid model of Martensen (5).

.2 e (A&sCuTE)

-- _____ 1 xFIG, 6. R010R PRESSURE SURFACE Lt'STEACY' PlReSSJ mLAL;RI8HJTS
_____USE INE FLOW, ROTTSJ STALL PRESENT

I-speed when viewed in the absolute frame of reference.
Relative to the rotor however, the stall pattern

- - moved in the opposite direction at roughly two-thirds
P the rotor rotational speed.

-, It may also be seen from fig 6 that the rotating

a stall cell first appeared at the rearmiest portion of
I Ex~HENT ~the rotor blade and moved upstream requiring about

DATA 200 of relative rotation (i.e. three blade passages)
p. - -- CASCADE DATA (REF 4) to reach the leading edge and become fully esab-

--- ROTOR DATA (RE F 3) lished. The cell occupied roughly 20 per cent of
the circumferential extent to the annulus.

FIC ; COMPARISON OF DATA WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTS

i ki ~Rotating Stall 0 __ --L-- --

Further reduction of thes compressor mass flow1 0
from point i of fig 2 to point j led to the inception Cr
of rotating stall in the rotor. Fig. 6 shows the CP
variation of rotor blade pressure surface static
pressure a * a function of circumferential location
at a constant flow condition indicated by point j
(fig 2). Data are given for seven chordal locations,
with tapping I being nearest the leading edge.-10.
Rotor ut~vent was in the direction of increasing 6.

00

0-

- -EXPERIMENTAL DATA w0

--- THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

I ROTATING STALL
FIG 5 COMPARISON OF DATA WITH THEORY 0

Fxamination of fig 6 reveal@ that at a given FIG 7 COMPARISON OF DATA MEASUREC
captg the pressure pattern repeated itselfUNESTAYFO " IS
.hppt.L1lJtet every %40oJ ot &aolute rotor rotation o0ME TAYFO O~IN

ViA1IM 9hr.LI stall teil f s-Vea in the' ieame AND IN ROIATING STA.LL BLIT

ii.I t.'i% A, ill. 1.110t All One-4hird ito roliationaI REMMT FROM THI STAI L at11
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FiG. 8. TRANSIT OF A ROTATING STALL CELL -2'

0 2)

for an d hence C* was the pressure distribution
obtained at e = 450, a condition sufficiently

The data of fig 6 are replotted in the farm of removed from the stall cell that 'clear flow' pre-

pressure coefficient and chordal dimension in vailed. Absolute values of Ce are not particularly
fig 7 and 8. Fig 7 shove a comparison of the meaningful in view of the averaging required in
results obtained in the unstatled flow (i - 11.90) computing the denominator, but shifts from tha aero

with those for flo with rotating stall at a point reference are a qualitative measure of change in
circuiuierentially remote from the stall cell blade surface pressure distribution as a result of

(- 660°). The incidence at the latter condition the pressure of rotating stall. As was observed by
was approximately 140. Civen the mdest difference Day (6), the rotating stall cell is a highly
in incidence, the two results are in excellent active region of flow; and this is supported by
agreement, shoving that the flow had adequate these data; the rapid changes o1: surface pressure in
opportunity to reestablish its steady state flow the region of e - 4050 are evidence that reversed
pattern between successive passages of the stall (a flow existed in the blade passage.
key assumption in the parallel compressor model of
the rotating stall flow). Fig 8 shows the measured
rotor pressure coefficient for a number of azimothal EXPBRIMENTI RESULTS IN DISTORTED FBLOW

~positions (the reference position for 0 and e' are
Sshown in fig 6). It is clear that at 0 - 1800 a Unstalled Flow
i significsat pressure distribution change had been
!experienced by the suction surface and the leading To assess the effects of inlet distortion on
Sedge region of the pressure surface. By the time the blade pressure distributions a 900 squarwav.

the rotor had moved to S - 225
° 
both surfaces distortion was generated by positioning a uniform

experienced gross change in pressure distribution, low porosity wire-mesh screen one-half disater
Not until the rotor had rotated nearly a full upstream of the stage. The resulting overall corn
revolution (to S - 5400) was the flow fully re- pressor characteristic is shown in fig 10 superim

establishad. posed for comparison upon the undistorted flow
To illustrate more clearly the effect of the characteristic. The mvmnt of te sability line,

rotating stall cell on blde element performance yieldinga surge-margin reduction for an operational .

fig 9 shos a plot of Cev chord. The reference stats compressor, is evident.

_-1" c5



a The associated variation of stagnation and0PiUCTIO SUFACE static pressure upstream of the stage is indicated
o SUCTh SUACE in fig 11 for the operating points q - v on the

-9 characteristic (fig '.,). A discussion of the
C seemingly anomolou .ise in static pressure upstream

,-._30 of the rotor as it emerged from the distortion
_~_____ _ I X/ - 1X/ region is given in (3). Tne corresponding

circumferentially varying stagnation and static

pressures downstream of the stage are presented in
fig 12 for an operating point, v, close to the
stability limit.

235* 3D

o I C.PR
0P -.0UNDISTORTED FLCW

1-/ CHARACTERISTI

0-02

-1

7 9 11 13 M/!

4275 43* FIG.10 DISTORTED FLOW COMPRESSOR CHARDCTERSTIC

0. -l250rovimin G. go'

-I-1

An example of a typical rotor blade concave
surface pressure distribution at the same operating
condition is shown in fig 13. The blade clearly

255" experienced a significant pressure disturbance every
revolution, but the effect was asnrally limted to
the forward portion of the passage. The effect of
the distortion screen may be seen more clearly in
fig 14 in which Ce is plotted as a function of blade
chord for a number of tangential locations. In this

instance Ce is a measure of the difference in static
pressure between that at a given and that prevailing

285. 54.0 at a reference value of 6 for callaratively undis-
0 turbed flow - in this case at 6 - 1500. If the

_ undistorted flow pressure distribution is taken to
correspond roughly to that shown for a - -90Q, it
is clear that major pressure changes began to take
place some 30%efore the rotor entered the shadow of
the screen and persisted for at least 600 after it

3- emerged from behind the screen. This observation is

0 "(fig 11) and the corresponding downstream stagnation

4 -pressure distribution (fig 12).

Rotating Stall

1 'Closure of the throttle to move the compressor
"5 operating point from v to w on fig 10 led into what,

0 - from instrument observation, may be described as a
Of - classic rotating stall mode. For exaple, fig 15

shows rotor blade concave surface pressure distri-
butions as a function of e . While superficially
similar to those data found in the rotating stall
case without inlet distortion screens (fig 6) several
important differences may be observed. The period
of the rotating stall cell cycle lengthened from

IG 9 ErFECT OF WXATI116 STA.L ON II L*NS1Ft( 5400 to 7200 of rotor rotation, meaning that the
PVtSVRE LOFFFPIIU * cell was rotating at one-half the rotor speed

relative to a stationary observer (c.f. one-third
rotor speed in the case of undistorted inlet flow).
Thus the cell was moving at U/2 relative to the
rotor, compared with 2U /3 for flow without a dis-

: i ...1 . ... ... . . ...6



in static pressure was experienced at the forward
C, three measuring stations. The remainder were

unaffected.

The rotor blade surface pressure distributions

were plotted in the form of C* v X/c in fig 16 where
the reference condition for C* was taken at e - 2250
(see fig 15). In the region 00 4 0< 750, following

S the transit of the stall cell the flow was being re-
established in the blade passage. For the range
750 < et 150O the flow was apparently stabilized,
the apparently unusual pressure distribution being
a consequence of selecting 0 - 2250 as the reference
condition for C*. For 1500 84, 6 3300 the blade
experienced modest pressure fluctuations as a result
of passing through the distorted inlet flow, but

lin- major pressure excursions did not commence until
e0. 22 6 4 6300. In the range 6300 6 7800 the rotor

blade clearly experienced rapid changes in loading,
characteristic of the transit of a rotating stall celC S  
Finally (e 8100) the flow.was restored to the state

04 which prevailed 7200 earlier.
C°

0i20

FIG it F*MFC OF COMPRBESOR OPFRA71t4G PCAN4T UPOl_______________

DISTORTION PROF! L - 1250 roviron e0 ago

torti'Cit screen. It is also clear that the pressure 2[ ____________
perturbation propagated from the leading to the 2
trailing edge of Cho blade, unlike the distorted
flow tase (fig 6) in which the reversa was true. 01 [0
Furthermore, on alternate revolutions, when the 1
instrionced blade pasdthog tine screen shado I Lw__
but the stall call was diamtrically opposite in W 3* 5r0

the cw~ressor annulus, only a minor perturbation M .ROO PRS URESWCNSTEA PRESUR

CM Other distortion screens of different circum-4 ferential coverage (150 to 1200) and varying porosit'
were investigated, but in no other instance was
rotating stall observed. For example, a 150 screen
of the same (low) porosity as that described above
did not produce rotating stall.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It would be inappropriate to draw general con-
clusions from the limited data presented in this
Paper. Our purpose, rather, is to present detailed

CS blade element information for a lightly loaded
01~ gompreasor operating in two distinctly different

rigiums of rotating stall in the hope that current
0 .models of cell structure and behaviour may be re-

-0 . infoxed by this addition to the body of experi-
mental data.

The existence of two different stall regimes

suggests that two different mechanism@ of rotating
D' 120 160' stall initiation on the rotor are possible. in the

- %undisefrted flow case, the rotor blade surface

fl 2CTr_.#!,EREmMA. F4)El~LME WAIMT5ON 2OW11RFAM pressure distributions indicate a disturbance
Or CYAWt.:?-1r~r~~rr~.P0TV. ~vf or moving forward in the blade row. This is not incon-
OF W'lE~~j 1 5r,2mn.~Oi Tv~D'0'sistent with the observations of others (e.g. (6)

k ... 7
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C" - - - below the stall line on the operating curve; it is
0 therefore comparatively immune to upstream pertur-

-
- -

bations. This flow, combined wijh the small mass
-= P~:ss'.P S7RFACi . flow rate passing through the stall cell, results
C Sc:C.: StRFACE in the mass-averaged performance given by the point

w in fig 10.

The inception of rotating stall and the flow_ pattern within a stall cell and the mechanism con-

trolling the flow pattern within the stall cell are
not currently well understood. This presentation,with the detailed information on flow within the

-rotating blade row may have some value in improving
knowledge in this complex flow situation, which is

" Istill a limitation in axial compressor performance.
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